epithelial (HEp-2) cells have been increasingly used and were eventually adopted as the universal standard substrate in practically all commercially available ANA assay kits. At present, indirect immunofluorescence (IIF) on HEp-2 cells is still considered as the preferred method for ANA screening. 4, 5 Using HEp-2 cells as the substrate, the IIF allows detection of more than 50 autoantibodies to 30 different nuclear and cytoplasmic antigens. 6 However, standardization of this assay is difficult due to inter-manufacturer variations in the substrate and the fixation process, characteristics of the secondary antibody used. 7 Interlaboratory variations in microscopy apparatus, and, especially, the subjective interpretation of the results. 8, 9 Although there are already some commercial automation instruments for IIF processing, the automation of interpretation of ANA is at starting stage still.
During the last few years, automated hardware and softwarebased pattern recognition platforms have become available. 10, 11 Currently, an automated processing and recognition system for standardized and ANA interpretation by HEp-2 cell-based IIF (EUROPattern Suite; Euroimmun, Lubeck, Germany) is available in
China. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the performance of this novel system for positive/negative classification, pattern recognition and titers evaluation by comparing to Conventional visual interpretation.
| MATERIAL S AND ME THODS

| Samples
All serum samples submitted for routine ANA testing were continuously enrolled in this study, including samples from the various clinical departments. There were 1620 antibody-positive samples and 2061 visually negative samples collected in the final. Specimens were stored at −20°C until testing and then stored at 2-8°C. The local ethics committee approved the study.
| Reagents and apparatus
All sera prospectively included, were tested for ANA by IIF Immunofluorescence Patterns, such as homogenous, speckled, nucleolar, nuclear dots, cytoplasmic and centromeres patterns, and titers were also reported for positive samples.
| Statistical analysis
Agreement between visual and automated interpretation was assessed using the percentage of concordance and kappa coefficients. 
| RE SULTS
| Distinguish between positive and negative
A total of 3681 patients submitted for routine ANA testing were included. There were 1603 sera classified as ANA positive and 2029
as negative both by visual and automated interpretation. In total, 32 discrepant sera were reported negative by artificial interpretation, but weakly positive by automated interpretation. Of 1620 sera tested positive by visual examination, 17 sera were negative in EUROPattern.
As for the total of 3681 sera, there was an agreement of 98.7% 
| Immunofluorescence pattern interpretation
The ability of EUROPattern for recognition of homogenous, speckled, nucleolar, centromere, nuclear dotted, and cytoplasmic patterns were analyzed. In1620 positive sera by visual interpretation, 608 sera were assessed as single immunofluorescence pattern 1012 as mixed patterns.
In sera with single pattern, correct pattern recognition was observed in 94.6% of the sera. The efficiency of automated recognition for single pattern varied for the different patterns: cytoplasmic pattern, nucleolar pattern (100%) > speckled pattern (97.2%) > homogenous pattern (91.6%) > nuclear dots pattern (75%) > centromeres pattern (60.7%; Table 1 ).
As for the 1012 sera with mixed patterns, the automatically reported results were exactly correct in 49% of sera, only main pattern correct in 40% of the samples, and only secondary pattern correct in 6% of the samples. In 51 of 1012 (5.0%) sera, the pattern was improperly recognized. The efficiency of automated recognition for multiple patterns was shown in Table 2 .
In EUROPattern, the automatically reported patterns were correct and complete in 1071 of 1620 cases and correct and meaningful but not complete ("main pattern") in another 405 cases, enabling main pattern recognition in 91.1% of all cases.
| Interpretation of ANA titers
Referring to the titers evaluation, the results within the next titer were considered to be consistent. In 1603 positive sera both by visual and automated evaluation, titers of 1514 samples were consistent, accounting for 94.4%. The main nonconformity was that automatic interpretation would underestimate the strong positive results.
| D ISCUSS I ON
Human epithelial-2-cell-based IIF is the gold standard for ANA screening. Although there are some automation solutions for IIF incubation, visual evaluation by laboratory technicians is still carried out in most laboratories in China. Visual interpretation is time consuming, subjective and difficult to standardize. 13 Automatic operation and interpretation may help reduce subjective errors and advance the ANA standardization process. In EUROPattern, the automatically reported patterns were correct in 94.6% of sera with single pattern, and 91.1% of all positive cases. The lowest performance in pattern recognition was found for the anticentromere and antinuclear dot pattern. This finding may be due to the fact that this system was poor for small dot-like fluorescence recognition. By comparing EUROPattern, AKLIDES, Nova View, HELIOS, Zenit G Sight and Image Navigator for ANA IIF interpretation, the classic nuclear (homogeneous, speckled, and centromeric) and nucleolar patterns are identified in 70%-85% of the cases, the rarer patterns (multiple nuclear dots, nuclear rim, midbody, PCNA, and nuclear matrix) are found at a significantly lower rate of 25%-50%. 16 It is vital to identify mixed patterns correctly for ANA interpretation. However, discrimination of patterns with two or more autoantibodies is difficult, depending on their targets and titers. 17, 18 In this study, the automatically determined patterns by EUROPattern were correct and complete in 49% and only main pattern correct in 40% of all samples with multiple patterns. This rate was fairly good given the complexity. 
| CON CLUS ION
The results of EUROPattern automatic Immunofluorescence system and conventional visual interpretation are in good consistency.
EUROPattern also proved to be very effective in listing negative results and pattern identification. So, the system is suitable for clinical use as its high degree of automation and result reliability, and may help clinical laboratories to improve standardization of IIF evaluation.
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